A9X WATCHDOG INTRUSION DETECTION SOFTWARE
A9X Watchdog is a HIDS (host intrusion detection system) which has been designed and developed
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Features:
End-to-End hybrid Host Intrusion Detection System (HIDS) allows your cybersecurity team
to identify the hackers before they compromise your systems
Detect malicious attacks against over 15 common services e.g., HTTP, SMB, SNMP, TFTP, SIP, VNC, NTP, FTP, etc.
Detect hacking attempts when they happen, know the location where attacks are coming from
Detect changes to critical system ﬁles (who did what and when)
Help keep existing Corporate and Crew networks safe from attack by detecting early intrusion
A9X Watchdog is an integrated part of A9X’s Defense in Depth approach to cybersecurity

A9X WATCHDOG SOFTWARE – SMART INTRUSION
DETECTION AGAINST CYBER ATTACKS LIKE NO OTHER…
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